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room, the big salon where we usually gather no doubt being reserved
for the Axis. I saw Arsene-Henry, directly after me in seniority, drive
up but he did not come into my room ; I wonder just what category
they put him in. Craigie didn't come because he had asked to see
the Minister urgently yesterday, but I suppose we would have been
classed together.
On entering the Minister's room I encountered the usual solid
array of press cameras and movies and we posed for several minutes,
but then they were shooed out because they are only allowed to
take the Dean, and as usual the Advertiser next morning carried a
big picture of us on its front page, which could not have been wholly
gratifying to their dear ally, General Ott.
What a difference between Admiral Toyoda and Togo, the former
cheery and very friendly and always with a little exchange of pleas-
antries before getting down to business, the latter grim, unsmiling,
and ultra-reserved. He speaks English well enough but talks so low
that few can understand him and I not at all, so I'm glad that he
is using an interpreter. Kase sits beside me on the sofa and
speaks very distinctly and in perfect English, so nothing will be lost.
But I shall miss my really pleasant association with Admiral
Toyoda, regardless of our negative results; he was a type that
one enjoyed doing business with, however disagreeable that business
might be.
During the course of our conference, Mr. Togo remarked that the
relations between the United States and Japan, which had not been
very good when he formerly was in the Foreign Office several years
ago, had since then progressively worsened to the present situation,
which, if this deterioration were not terminated, was fraught with
the gravest dangers. Referring to the informal conversations which
had been carried on since last spring between the Japanese and the
American Governments, the Minister declared his desire that the
conversations be continued and without delay be successfully brought
to a conclusion. He requested my co-operation in accomplishing
this objective.
Mr. Togo said that in order to make! progress, the United States
should face certain realities and facts. He thereupon cited the
stationing in China of Japanese armed forces. Other nations, he
said, at present maintained troops in certain areas of China; for
instance, the Soviet soldiery stationed in Outer 'Mongolia. The
Minister madfe no further allusion to the preliminary conversations
but stated that he hoped to have subsequent talks with me in due
time.
After assuring the Minister of my desire to co-operate with him,
I described the wish of our Secretary of State that the conversations
should be carried on in Washington because of the President's dose
and active interest in them. However, as parallel talks in Tokyo
were often helpful in that they afforded an opportunity for rendering
more complete and more precise the reported views of the United

